Obama cancels trip to Indonesia and Australia

The trip to Indonesia and Australia get postponed one more time. That was, according to The Washington Post, breaking news.

News Alert: Obama again postponing his trip to Indonesia and Australia
12:07 AM EDT Friday, June 4, 2010
-------------------

President Obama will again postpone a planned trip to Australia and Indonesia, the White House announced Friday morning. The trip was put off in February as Obama worked to push health-care legislation through Congress. It was rescheduled for later this month, but now the president is focusing on the Gulf Coast oil disaster.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/PSLW3N/RJ964/0ORYE7/T2HHV3/T02ME/82/t

Search term: obama indonesia I could not get an and-or, as in Obama and (Indonesia OR Australia) to work. After a considerable scratching around it looks like this combination is working pretty well. I cannot be sure how many tweets only mentioning Australia exist. But this is getting a lot of action. There is a lot of not English in the messages. So I cannot be sure what they are saying.

First search found 1500 messages. All of them were after the time the breaking news became known. So it is getting action.
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